We use Kac-Moody algebras to get some integral solutions for trigonometric r-matrix KnizhnikZamolodchikov equations of type X^\ generalizing those in the case of Yang's r-matrix, where our construction gives a new interpretation and a short proof of Schechtman, Varchenko theorem. §0. Introduction
§0. Introduction
In papers by Dotsenko, Fateev, Aomoto, Christe, Flume and forgoing papers [1, 2, 3, 4 ] some hypergeometric-type integral solutions were found of the Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov equation, which appeared as an equation for n-point correlation functions of the so-called WZW-model [5] . These correlation functions are determined in terms of primary fields (or vertex operators for Kac-Moody algebras) by means of a certain operator formalism. The concrete formulas for them (see e.g. [6, 7] ) are of integral type as well and should be connected with the solutions of [1, 2] . The latter is not clarified in full (especially for arbitrary initial simple Lie algebras g).
There is another more direct interpretation of K-Z equations using KacMoody algebras. It was shown in [8, 9] that in some sense the so-called r-function (the coinvariant) is a generic solution of the r-matrix K-Z equation, which is a very particular case of the universal K-Z equation for arbitrary curves and vector bundles. Unlike the most general one the r-matrix equation can be written explicitly and does not draw in the moduli spaces of curves or bundles. It is small wonder since roughly speaking classical r-matrices are just in one-to-one correspondence with g ^bundles without moduli (the genus of the base curve is to be 0 or 1 in this case). By the way the proof of the above property of r (see Theorem 1) is not far from the physical deduction of the K-Z equation (see [5] ).
The purpose of this paper is to apply r-funetions to get some "natural" proof and explanation of the results from [1, 2] and to generalize them to rather symmetric (perhaps non-unitary) classical r-matrices of type X$ l \ We follow short paper [9] , where the simplest trigonometric r-matrix was considered and the proof was outlined with the aid of Kac-Moody algebras and the Sugawara embedding.
The author thanks V.V. Schechtman, A.N. Varchenko, T. Miwa for fruitful discussions and Research Institute for Mathematical Sciences for the kind invitation. The final version of this paper was prepared during my stay at this institute. I am grateful to A. Tsuchiya for his kind interest in this work, to M. Kashiwara for useful advice and discussions and to A. Matsuo, who helped me to improve some places of this paper, which is based on my preprint RIMS-699 with the same title. §1. The Sugawara Connection Let g be a simple finite dimensional Lie algebra over C with the Killing form ( , ), {g a } an orthonormal bases relative to this form. We fix a quasiunitary classical r-matrix, that is a function r(A) taking its values in g ® g, depending on A from some domain OGE 17 CC and satisfying the following three conditions: For S = Q we obtain unitary nondegenerated r-matrices from [10] . Here and further we keep the notations ® ...01, etc for
, r ij ' are considered to be elements of I7(g) ® f/(g) ® . . . for the universal enveloping algebra of g . We will identify elements of g x g x . . . with their
In fact, later on it is sufficient to assume, that A/ -A 7 -C C/D A -A/ for all indices, but we prefer not to divert reader's attention with this detail. The writing f(A) does not mean that x is a function of A, but is rather convenient.
We will consider G 1 as Lie subalgebras. . . x 0 x G 1 " x 0 x . . . of G. The elements of G are called adeSes, G is the Kac-Moody one-dimensional central extension of G (see [11] ), G 0 and G 0 = G 0 0 Cc are the Lie subalgebras of integer (holomorphic) adeles. To make the picture full we need principal (rational) adeles. This statement is from [12] , where the nonunitary parametric classical YangBaxter equations were introduced. Let us prove in brief (b') and the quasiunitary condition (c') Res A (3f r ldX,y r }dX = 0 for x,y e G, when r satisfies (a-c). See [13, 14] for some details.
" r °° ~ i (1) . We arrive at the identity from [12, 14] :
which gives (V).
Summarizing it up we obtain from (b 1 ', c') that G r is isotropic in the meaning of [14] , i.e. appears to be a Lie subalgebra of G. Condition (a) results in
where the sum is direct in the sense of vector spaces. Notice that 5>G r /<3AC G r by virtue of (1) because r depends only on the difference \JL -A. The colevariant (or the vector r-function) is the linear map n taking v E. M to the element vGFCM such that v-vGG r M (see [14] ). This JT depends on the choice of G r and hence on r, A l5 . . . ,A /7 . The consistence of this defintion follows from (2) .
We introduce the Segawara elements of degree-1 at each point A/ (1 < z < n)
They belong to a completion of U(G). All these L 7 are pairwise commutative. We put Ri= -2>''(A y -*.' )> 1 */*«. P = 2p« &e l/fo),
where ( 
i.e, the r-extension (1) of x l = 0 x ... x 0 x *' x 0 x ... x 0 and its /-component. We will use some special notations for jcE g, k= -1
Let us now assume the points {A l9 . . . ,A,,} to vary. To be more precise we fix some C-algebra F=F n of functions in A l5 ...,A w ensuring the inclusion G r C G ® F. The latter means that we consider G as the Lie algebra with "constant"
an d suppose all the coefficients of series g% k in A/ to be inside g®F. The equivalent condition is that
Later on, vGM®F. There is only one extension of the relations = 0 for any indices, v e F and the natural action of 9/5A y -on F to the differentiation 5/SAy (1 </ < n) on Af ® F.* As for/v (the indices s are omitted), we will use the Sugawara identity
We obtain:
Formula a) will be proved if we represent the r.h.s. of the last identity as/'w for some /' G G r and w E M ® F. It is necessary to examine its second term only.
One has the decomposition /= 2/ ; (see (4a) and r-matrix condition (a)). Here y=i /* is a function of A -A& = Ay + Ay -A^ because of formula (1) .
Hence 
RiW, R L = Ri
where #E (/(g) and [r (7) for any K (the cross-derivative integrability conditions). The converse is true as well. constant WfreM is its generic horisontal section. We see that W=jt(W) is a generic solution of (7) for ae = -a', %=0. The problem is to give a meaning to the resulting expression for W and to describe some transformation of (7) 
In all the formulas below u is not significant (it gives only some multipliers), but the introduction of u is convenient to make clear the connection of our results and 
To calculate w = jz(w) one should use the G r -invariance of n and move fp +J from its place to other places until all the components w become free from {/}. For example, let us get rid of /J* 1 . Here and further we will use the abbreviations f=Pp *lj=*l(otj') for !</<m, and the formula for 1 </ + k < m a n+j,n+k\ fn+k..
One has: JT(H>) = -;r(P(vac <8>
where (ff l )fj r = 1 by definition.
Next we can take away/ 2' +2 or [/r,/2']-"i 2 -Now the summation will be over *,/ except / = 1,2, since gv 0 = 0 by definition. Then one gets free the place n + 2, can go to n + 3 and so on. This procedure (but not the result) depends on some order of {!,... ,m}. Let us give the final formula.
A sequence c = (; l5 . . . ,/ 5 ;/) of pairwise distinct indices 1 </ 1? . . . J s < m and 1 < / < n will be called a chain with the origin ji and the end /. We put 
. ,ra} and consider here and below only diagrams d with increasing origins of their chains (increasing diagrams). Then
where /^GC, !</:<« 4-m. Then w f [y] will not alter (it depends only on the differences K k -A r either for fc,rE {i,n + y} or k,r& [i,n +y}. But all other terms in (10) will. To make use of this observation we turn to some equivalent form of our r-matrix. The element h = p^ (Proposition 2) satisfies the defining conditions When u->0 and r turns into Yang's r-matrix some equivalent variant of w was constructed in [1] directly (the case of sl 2 was considered in [2] ). §3. The Main Theorem
We preserve the notations of §2; RI = Rj + p l + yf (see (7)) are constructed for r from (8) . Given 1 < / < m , omitting / £+' in (9) (or setting / We have
where n> is from (9) . We omitted the terms f'^e'a of L", since e£v ;i = 0 by definition. Using the G r -in variance of n we will remove e™ from its place to other components. There is no need to move e™ 1 to the left, since e'£ is proportional to e (12) is zero or prepositional to e~+ k v Q for 5 = or-or^-(o' has to be from A+, since a k -is a simple root, or=£ 0). We remind that k r =p k for l<k<m. The next step is to take away e~+ k from its^component. We use (12) for n + k, n + k, a instead of n, n 4-&, or, where Q<k±k. Note that at the second and further steps e£ +k can go to the n-th component, since we have already got the term/>, 7 there (after the first step). If k = Q then we obtain [e$ +k > n j'*]v n after the second step that is proportional to [^,/J"v n . The chain of transformations will end at that. We stop it as well if k> 1 and a= a^.
Thus we obtain the following three cases: a') it is stopped at the same place but we take the other term const. v 0 ; b) it is over at the n-th place.
The result of the whole procedure is the sum of the terms of type v = a,a' ,b, that are in one-to-one correspondence with chains c = (j\,... j s \n) . Each term can be written as follows.
For y being the support of C (i.e. the unordered set {j\,.. . ,/J) we introduce w{y} and w{y} by formula (9) , where /£ +/ are omitted for ;Ey (cf. the definition of w{j}). Put <p c = (-lYcs^'fa+j, -A,,) .. .cs-^(X n+Ji -A ;z+; -2 ) We suppose that a c = a in cases a), a') and set C a> = cp c ,
Here the last equality follows from the identity will not be significant later. Next we can get rid of the rest /^^(l<A:<m, fc£y) by means of the construction of §2. We do it with respect to the initial ordering upon the restriction to {!,.. .,m}\y. Let us take n of the above sum and change -A/;
where k±n, k&n+y (we use the G r -invariance of JT). By repeating the procedure of §2 one gets the formula The latter coincides with the r.h.s. of the required identity and the only thing left is to prove that the remainder 0 = 22 Q{ equals zero identically. We will y j^y use the same trick as when proving Proposition 3.
Given y = {/!, . . . ,j q ] let us make substitution (11) 
Q = O. n
The first of the two statements b) can be easily verified directly owing to the proportionality of /£* to/£ for any indices (see Proposition 2 and formula (10)). It is not difficult to check the other by writing everything out. We will use the way that is close to the proof of Lemma 2. Given p set e= rj(oc p ).
Let us choose the infinite point X x such that z = e^u^ is equal to 0 or oo for 8 = 1,8= -1 respectively (z e (Aoo) = 0). We add Aoo to {A w+1 ,. . . ,A, z+m } and put The theorem makes it possible to get solutions of Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov equation (7) for the above trigonometric R L . Let F n CF n+m be a pair of Calgebras of functions in A l5 ...,A /7 and in A 1 ,...,A /2+m respectively satisfying condition (5) . We suppose the existence of some map int from F® F n+m co to a certain F /r algebra of functions in A l9 .. .A /z taking values in V with the following properties. It should be linear under the action of End V® F n , commute with dldXi (l<z<n) and vanish on the derivatives dWi{j}ldX n+j (!</<m).
Roughly speaking int is an integral J. .. J(-)a>dA 7l+1 . . .dA, I+m over some relatively compact C-chain in C m = {(A, I+1 ,.. . ,A /l+m )} with the boundary on the affine hyperplanes {ct u (X k -A 5 ) = 0, 1 < k + s < n + ra} depending on A l5 . .. ,A n . This integral can be viewed algebraically as a multi-dimensional residue. By all means it results from Theorem 2 that given int the function int(W) is to be a solution of (7) . A more detailed discussion of this construction requires some analysis beyond the framework of this paper (see e.g. [3] ).
Concluding remarks, a) In the degenerated case u-»0 the above formulas coincide with the integral formulas from [1] . But this passage does not exhaust all the connections between the trigonometric and Yang's K-Z equations. If one uses the variables zi = exp(2wA,) the resulting equation will be close to the Yang one, but will have extra singularities (poles) at the hyperplanes {z/ = 0}. The appearence of these poles has direct reference to the affine character of the trigonometric r-matrix equations (see [15] ). Varchenko found some mapping from Yang's (n + l)-point equation to the trigonometric n-point one. This observation makes it possible to apply the above trigonometric construction to clarify some properties of the integral formulas for the usual K-Z equation. b) In §2, 3 we have been considering the r-matrices that are nonunitary generalizations of r-matrices from [10] of type X^ and with empty /\,r 2 (see Section 6.4). I hope that there is some straightforward version of the above construction for general F l5 r 2 . As for X^s\s =t 1, there are some hopes as well. But formula (9) should be of more complicates nature. c) The natural generalization of Theorem 2 is as follows. One can consider the algebra g(A) from [11] for some symmetrizable matrix A and use the invariant form and the decomposition of Theorem 2.2 to define f E g(^4) ® g(/4) and trigonometric r-matrices like those from Proposition 2. The r-matrix KniznikZamolodchikov equation, the coinvariant Jt and formula (10) for w are meaningful for any A (cf. [l] ). There are some difficulties when extending the proof of Theorem 2 to the case of arbitrary A (the Lie algebra $(A) can be infinite dimensional and one has to be precise with the definition of L l and the above calculations). However this theorem is valid in general and can be deduced from the particular case considered in §3. The idea is as follows. We must check that the identity from Lemma 2 does not draw in the Chevalley-Serre relations (ade i y~a iJ e j = Q = (adf l ) l~a ' J fj (see [11] , §3.3). It can be established, since A l5 .. .,Afc, f Pi ,.. .,f Pm and l=rkg are indeterminate. This means that we can assume (A^,A r ), l<&,r<rc + m, to be independent variables and Lemma 2 is separated into several identities. Together they give the generalization of Theorem 3 for any A. I hope one will manage to prove it without this reasoning with the aid of the method of §3. 
